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 Cleaning & Balancing the Energy Body

                                       Leonard D. Orr
 Today, September 7th, 2007, I completed a 3 day fast.  My 

body is much lighter and more responsive - more willing to move - and moving 
feels good.  
 Yesterday with the fire, on the 3rd day of my fast, I felt like the fire was re-
moving tons of pain from my solar plexus:
 -Removing E.E.P. from my training in Spain
 -Removing some lifelong patterns & feelings
 -Removing stuff from 50 past Lives
 The liberation felt significant - very significant!  I slept only 5 hours last 
night.  I have lots of energy and clarity, but my solar plexus still feels like it is bur-
dened by the pain of more stuff.
 I look forward to a long walk and to being with the fire a few more hours   
today.
 I’ve been sleeping with the fire every night, but outside in the dhuni or an 
open fire feels more powerful - it removes bigger lumps of pain faster.

(FULL COLOR NEWSLETTER AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE)
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The Cure for Murder on Campus

Leonard D. Orr

The Virginia Tech massacre has 
gotten more people talking than any of 
the other campus slayings for some rea-
son.   Many sources have tried to isolate 
the cause and in my opinion are over-
looking the obvious.  
 The belief that death is inevitable 
and beyond our control kills more people 
than all other causes of death combined.  
In fact, it kills approximately 2% of the 
entire population on the planet every 
year.  
 And why is it that people lack 
imagination to the point that they can’t 
even conceive of an alternative?  Why do 
people persist in victim mentality?  

• Is it God that kills people?
• Is it murderers that kill people?
• Is it germs and diseases that kill peo-

ple?
• Is it the unconscious death urge that 

kills people?
• Is it deathist mentality that kills peo-

ple?
• Is it the devil that controls death?
• Is everyone responsible for his or her 

own death?
These are possible explanations.  
 Over one hundred years ago, 
Sigmund Freud wrote an essay on the 
unconscious death urge, Beyond the 
Pleasure Principle, which has been une-
qualled in the history of psychology and 
philosophy until my own writings on the 
subject - for example, my books Healing 
the Death Urge and Breaking the Death 
Habit.  
 The unconscious death urge went 
back into the unconscious after Freud 
died.  I have never met  a psychoanalyst 
who understands the concept unless they 
have been influenced by my own writ-
ings.
 Obviously, even intelligent and 
educated people are afraid to think about 
death rationally and deal with it  practi-
cally.  People would rather blame some-
body for their death than be responsible 
for their death as a result of their diet  and 
lifestyle choices.  Most people get heart 
disease and cancer as a result  of eating 
meat—dead animals—according to nu-

merous medical science studies. 
 I was shocked when I found out 
from an economist  that the average life of 
a fortune 500 company is only 40 years.  
Evidently, even hundreds of millions of 
dollars cannot  protect  the average, suc-
cessful corporation from the death urge of 
the management, stockholders, and em-
ployees of a giant corporation.
 People are marching lockstep, 
without  thinking or self-examination, to 
the grave.    
 Does the knowledge of deathist  
mentality or the unconscious death urge 
have practical significance?  It  obviously 
does.
 Does this knowledge about the 
unconscious death urge have personal and 
practical significance concerning the 
mental and physical health of the individ-
ual?  It  definitely could!  Could students 
and faculty prevent campus massacres if 
they actively discussed these subjects?  
Perhaps they could.  
 I have been a business consultant 
for over 40 years.  During this time, I 
have counseled self-employed business 
people as well as business leaders and 
thousands of individuals about  dealing 
with the unconscious death urge in an 
intelligent  way.  I have, in a few cases, 
diffused the death urge in an organization, 
whether it  be social or business.  I am the 
only business consultant I know of who 
has faced the problem head-on and dealt 
with it with any degree of success.  
 I became aware of my own un-
conscious death urge in 1967, after being 
suicidal for 2 years.  My mother died in 
1956 and my father in 1959.  If I hadn’t 
had an elementary awareness of the con-
cept of the unconscious death urge as a 
result of studying psychology in college, 
and if I hadn’t had some very enlightened 
spiritual teachers, I wouldn’t  be alive to-
day.  In 1967 I realized that the uncon-
scious death urge in my family tradition, 
which had killed both of my parents, was 
trying to kill me.  I isolated the  uncon-
scious death urge in my mind and soul, 
and realized that I could survive  with-
out it.  I spent  6 months of study and 
meditation and used various self-
improvement  techniques to isolate and 
destroy the death urge.  Obviously the 
process of doing this includes bringing 
the death urge out of the unconscious and 
becoming fully conscious of what it  is 
and how it works.  We cannot  do this if 

our mind and personality is ruled by fear.  
This is a complex problem if the uncon-
scious death urge is the source of most  of 
our irrational fears in this life.  
 The death urge is defined as a 
psychic entity composed of all of our 
anti-life thoughts.  These thoughts form a 
structure and a belief system.  Since it  is 
immersed in our Life Energy, this death 
urge has a life urge and intelligence.  This 
death urge—psychic entity—has enough 
intelligence to protect  itself and to kill 
most people, even outsmarting people 
with advanced academic degrees.  
 It  is an elementary psychic entity 
that can be isolated and changed or de-
stroyed.  We have only to direct our atten-
tion to it  and consciously confront it to 
control it.  
 Thousands of individuals have 
liberated themselves from their personal 
death urge.  The problem is: How do we 
get this knowledge into the curriculum of 
at  least colleges and universities, if not 
secondary education, so that people can 
deal with it intelligently instead of be-
coming victims through ignorance of 
their own unconscious death urge?  To 
keep this essay brief, I will only mention 
the idea of the death urge as a psychic 
entity composed of all of our anti-life 
thoughts.  I have explained it  in many 
books.
 The belief system that death is 
inevitable and beyond our control is a key 
thought  in this collection of victim con-
sciousness.  The alternative to this belief 
system is that death is optional and that 
everybody creates their own death by 
their self-chosen philosophies and life-
styles, even if the process seems to be 
unconscious.  
 Since I devoted 6 months of con-
scious work to healing my own death 
urge in 1967, my success in the world has 
proceeded almost effortlessly, not  to men-
tion my health and happiness.  Releasing 
our death urge releases tremendous re-
serves of energy and creativity.
 There is a process called the 
death process, which can enable anyone 
and everyone to know when and how and 
why they are going to die.  We can predict 
our own death.  We can also prevent it.
 In fact, insurance companies are 
based upon the principle that  each person 
dies at  approximately the same age and of 
approximately the same symptoms as 
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their parent  of the same sex.  This entire 
industry is based upon the predictability 
of physical death.  According to the in-
surance industry, the death urge, or death 
itself, is fundamentally controlled by fam-
ily tradition.  This is generally true, but 
there are many exceptions to this rule. 
 We seek to better our family his-
tory economically, and in our marriage 
relationships, and to improve the way in 
which we raise our children—but very 
few people have even thought  about im-
proving the way we die.  Science is now 
entering this arena at the University of 
Virginia.  They have a department  that 
has scientifically studied children who 
spontaneously remember previous lives, 
and have documented the idea of reincar-
nation.  A friend of mine has written a 
book entitled How to Die Peacefully in 
which he discusses practical principles 
for how to die peacefully in our sleep.  
 Another friend of mine has 
pointed out that there is no difference be-
tween sleeping and death.  Therefore, we 
die every night.  The reports of people 
who died under traumatic circumstances 
and returned give vivid descriptions of 
what the process is like.  Their descrip-
tions of life out of the body, and the jour-
neys in between bodies, support the re-
ports of children who also describe their 
experiences between bodies.  
 As a result  of my own process 
and questions, I have researched actual 
immortal yogis, and met  people who were 
over 2,000 years old.  More people don’t 
know about these facts, simply because 
they are not asking the question.  
 We live in a deathist  programmed 
society.  Government is dominated by 
deathist mentality.  Businesses are domi-
nated by deathist  mentality.  Churches 
and religions are dominated by deathist 
mentality; and our schools and educa-
tional systems are dominated by deathist 
mentality.  This deathist mentality creates 
an atmosphere for tragedy.
 How many campus massacres are 
we going to have to have before we ques-
tion this deathist mentality?  
 Going beyond this, how are we 
going to construct a course in colleges 
and universities, and perhaps secondary 
schools, that  teaches people how to deal 
with deathist mentality in a practical way 
that improves their life, their chances of 
success, and their mental and physical 
health?  Religions are not going to solve 

the problem.  They are locked into victim 
consciousness by their doctrines.  
 Thankfully, we now have an 
abundance of resources.  The research has 
already been done, and there are now 
hundreds of books available on this sub-
ject  that were not available to me in 1967.  
These books can be used to construct a 
very practical course on the subject, but 
who is going to do it?  And the question 
is, have the campus massacres of the past 
and present  provided an adequate motiva-
tion to do it?  
 I know of a whole private univer-
sity system in Europe that  is based-upon 
teaching the truth about the opportunity 
of physical immortality. If we value the 
lives of our students, and if we are sincere 
about preventing future disasters, then we 
will do something with this information.  
Is it  controversial?  Or is it  just  basic 
common sense?  Only you can decide.  
The destiny of yourself and your body, as 
well as the people that you influence, is 
dependent upon what you decide.  
 We are now Living during the 
war on terrorism.  But is it mostly waged 
between the Christians and the Muslims.  
This war is not new.
 In Iraq, the war is waged almost 
daily between one Muslim sect and an-
other.
 This also is not new.  The war 
between the Protestants and the Catholics 
has been going on for centuries and is 
barely over in Ireland.
 If the Christians had studied the 
Koran over 1,000 years ago, the Protes-
tant Reformation would never have hap-
pened.  It would have been unnecessary.
 We are now considering studying 
the Bible in the United States pubic 
schools.  We should obviously also in-
clude the Koran, the Shiva Purana, and 
many other scriptures.
 Once your eyes have been opened 
to victory over death, you will notice that 
the Jews have 4 heroes who conquered 
death: Enoch, Melchizadek, Moses, and 
Elijah.  The Christians who ignore the 
Old Testament  only recognize one im-
mortal—Jesus Christ.
 The Indian Scriptures cover mil-
lions of years of human history and have 
thousands of case histories of victory over 
death.  And as a result, there are hundreds 
if not  thousands of immortal yogis who 
still practice in the world today.  We only 
have to go to a Khumba Mela festival to 

meet many of them. 
 There is no way we can win the 
war against terrorism without doing 
something practical about  popular belief 
systems around death.  The fact  is that 
this war is the third world war.  It could 
be looked at as the war between deathist 
mentality and wholesome philosophies of 
life.  What school massacres teach us is 
that this war is diffused in every society 
throughout the world.  It  definitely is a 
different  kind of war, and it can only be 
won with new kinds of weapons—weap-
ons that deal with the nature of mind and 
soul. 
 Since this issue has never been 
dealt with by religion, by any orthodox 
religion in a practical way, it doesn’t tread 
on the territory of freedom of relig-
ion—unless a religion is totally attached 
to deathist mentality. If this is the case, it 
is questionable whether or not  that relig-
ion is wholesome and healthy for human 
beings.  Indeed, victory over death is one 
of the stated goals of all religions.  The 
search for victory over death is imbedded 
in the search of every person who sin-
cerely seeks meaningful answers to life, 
to the troublesome questions of life.
 Maybe it is time to initiate the 
scientific or at least  free study of religion 
in our schools.  Maybe this will help end 
local as well as international terrorism.  
Maybe it will help solve all kinds of per-
sonal, practical, and social problems.  
Maybe it  will raise the quality of public 
education and the quality of Life and Ali-
veness in our civilization!
 I have noticed that  lightening our 
thought  about  death has enriched family 
relationships and gives us a whole new 
approach to senility and aging.  Is Life 
beyond senility and old age possible?  
Have you ever asked yourself this ques-
tion?  
 After opening a door in our minds 
to an alternative to physical death caused 
by the unconscious death urge, we have 
to then discover what  actually heals the 
death urge???
 As an introduction to this ques-
tion, I recommend my book, Breaking the 
Death Habit.  Although I have learned 
from my immortal yogi friends that the 
solution is simple and pleasurable prac-
tices, we actually have to experiment  with 
the practices to experience relief.  A dis-
cussion of this is beyond the scope of this 
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letter.  See the “Two Powerful Words” 
essay for a summary.
 I haven’t  even mentioned teenage 
homicide and suicide using guns as well 
as automobiles for weapons.  Obviously a 
common sense discussion of the uncon-
scious death urge can alter these statistics 
as well.
 Therefore, it is necessary to get 
this subject into public discussion.  Any-
thing you can do to contribute to this 
process will benefit everyone.  
 The campus murders are an obvi-
ous symbol that  our deathist  civilization 
is missing something.
 We can look for answers that may 
actually work or we can go to sleep again.  
The answers to these questions are a mat-
ter of Life and death for us.

Two Powerful Words 

Leonard D. Orr

 A Mind expanded by a new idea 
can never return to its former size.
 Two common words in every-
one’s vocabulary when combined into 
one idea become one of the most power-
ful ideas in the universe.  ‘Physical’ is a 
very common word.  ‘Immortality’ is also 
a common word.  When you combine 
them, you get  the idea of physical immor-
tality.  I’ve been exposing people to the 
idea of physical immortality for over 30 
years.
 Physical immortality means vic-
tory over physical death.  It  means body 
and mind mastery.  Our Spirit  is already 
an immortal master.  Our energy body-our 
soul  and our emotional mind- survives 
death whether we believe in reincarnation 
or not.  Heaven or hell may be automatic.  
This simple thought of physical immor-
tality makes us realize that  although death 
may be popular, it  is not inevitable.  
Physical death is optional. The whole 
purpose of Jesus Christ was to teach us 
this.  But Jesus was neither the first  nor 
the last human to conquer death.  The 
Hebrew Bible is about five main immor-
tal humans: Elijah, Moses, Melchizadek, 
and Enoch.  In the beginning of Bible 
history, everyone lived 500 to 1000 years.  
India has its immortal yogis.  Every con-
tinent has its favorite immortals, includ-
ing Native Americans.  I’ve made this one 
of my favorite research projects for 37 
years.  Why do Christians die?  Why?  If 

Jesus died to save us from sin and death?
 The founders and heroes and 
heroines of most  religions who conquered 
death do not have a local address on 
planet  Earth.  When I learned about  the 
immortal yogis who do, I was so excited I 
couldn’t wait  to meet them.  Since my 
first  trip to India in 1977, I have met over 
8 immortals who each have maintained 
their body for at least 300 years.  People 
have to be at  least  300 years old to qual-
ify for my research.  I know of many 
more that  I haven’t had a chance to meet 
yet.
 I’ve met  several who are over 
2000.  These are yogis who have main-
tained a local address on planet Earth for 
over 2000 years.  I’ve written books 
about two of them: Babaji and Bhartriji.
 People often tell me that after my 
lecture or book in which the idea of 
physical immortality got  their attention, 
they couldn’t  stop thinking about it  for 
several years.  It  makes so much sense. 
How could people be blinded by the 
‘death is inevitable’ belief system for so 
long?
 After teaching the truth about  
physical immortality for over 30 years, 
I’ve concluded that the reason people 
don’t  like to know about it  is because it 
involves a little spiritual work and per-
sonal changes.  Physical immortality is 
the natural result of a mind filled with 
wisdom and aliveness.
 The Three basic causes of death 
are: 
1. ignorance - of our natural divinity
2. emotional energy pollution
3. poor diet
 To master death we must do a 
few things:
1. Master the idea of physical immortal-
ity, which involves living from Spirit, our 
natural divinity.
2. Unravel our own death urge, which we 
received from our parents; and encourage 
all the people in our environment  to do 
the same.  
3. Learn how to keep our energy body & 
emotional mind clean and balanced 
through spiritual purification practices.
4. Learn the power of nutrition and fast-
ing and the other simple and pleasurable 
habits that  give us body mastery.  Becom-
ing vegetarian is basic!
 Mastering spiritual practices is 
less difficult  that living a miserable life 
that leads to the grave.  In fact, true spiri-

tual practices are the ultimate pleasures 
and enrich all the pleasures of living.  As 
I studied the lives of my immortal yogi 
friends, I began to realize that becoming 
an immortal yogi is not difficult; it just 
takes a different  focus.  People die be-
cause they kill themselves.
 The greatest  enemy of mankind 
has been and always will be ignorance.  
And the most  evil form of ignorance is 
self-righteousness – thinking we know 
enough.  Self-righteous people are mur-
dering their own natural divinity and are 
guilty of murdering the natural divinity of 
everyone around them.  It  is the sin of 
eating of the fruit  of the tree of knowl-
edge and naturally yields the personal 
doom of death.  The mind is the tree of 
the knowledge of Good and Evil.  And 
our ideas, feelings, beliefs, and doctrines 
are the Fruit of this tree.
 The Bible says, “God is not  will-
ing for any to perish, but that all should 
come to a knowledge of repentance.”  
Repentance means to change our mind.  
Repentance is the science of changing our 
mind.  Repentance is neither difficult  nor 
unpleasurable.  In fact, it is exciting, in-
spiring, and produces pleasure, bliss, and 
ecstasy.  If God made the path to eternal 
life difficult, He/She would be a sadist 
Who has doomed us to eternal misery.  
The only thing difficult about it is giving 
up our addiction to misery.  Changing 
gives us the immense satisfaction of ac-
complishment.  
 Simple spiritual purification prac-
tices like bathing twice per day, conscious 
energy breathing, fire purification, an ex-
ercise system, a conscious diet, loving 
relationships, and mastering a mantra are 
the basic common denominators of the 
lifestyle of all the immortal masters I 
have met.  These spiritual practices with 
earth, air, water, and fire can clean the 
mind faster than the mind can clean the 
mind.  They are healing magic.  To know 
this may be the supreme wisdom of the 
mind.  In the process of mastering these, 
we must  develop a balance between soli-
tude and service.  All religions teach that 
silence is the greatest power.  Not doc-
trine, but silence.
 I’ve written many books about 
physical immortality and the practical 
principles of conquering death and I rec-
ommend that  you read them all and use 
my tapes repetitively if you are interested 
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in personal mastery.  But  every year I try 
to put  this simple truth into one page, in a 
clearer and easier way for people to un-
derstand.  
 Anyone can read or have read to 
them one page and have their mind ex-
panded to receive the joy that  this great 
idea brings.  It  unshackles your creativity 
and releases enormous reserves of energy 
and intelligence.
 Is physical immortality realistic?
 Yes, if we honor the following.  
The three basic secrets to physical im-
mortality are: 
1. To stay tuned-in to God – Infinite En-
ergy, our Source – all the time.  This is 
what it means to eat the Tree of Life - to 
have pure thoughts and Life.  The fruit  of 
spirit  are Love, joy, peace, patience, gen-
tleness, faith, meekness, endurance, and 
self control.  The fruit  of the mind can be 
arrogance, greed, anger, and stupidity.
2. To heal the death urge.  Healing the 
death urge can take us through the most 
ugly emotions of suicidal and homicidal 
thoughts – we have to survive the illu-
sions in our own mind and go for wisdom 
and bliss.
3. To keep our energy body clean and 
balanced with the simple and pleasurable 
spiritual purification practices with mind, 
earth, air, water, fire, and love.
 When we eat  food we have to 
clean the dishes, etc.  When our home 
gets dirty, we have to clean it.  We also 
have to wash our clothes.  When our en-
ergy body (also called emotional body) 
gets dirty through absorbing emotional 
energy pollution as we participate with 
people or in our self-healing process, we 
have to clean ourselves emotionally and 
spiritually.  It  is a daily process.  Spiritual 
cleanliness is Energy and Peace.  
 If we stay ahead of the pollution 
– cleansing process, we become more 
alive every day.  If we lose the spiritual 
purification game, we become more dead 
every day.  Victory or victim?
 One of the indicators is the guru 
belly phenomena.  The solar plexus 
chakra is the social chakra, and emotional 
energy pollution can be collected physi-
cally in the form of fat  around the navel – 
it is sometimes called psychic fat.
 Another indicator is stiffness.  An 
overloaded body gets stiffer and stiffer 
every day and every year until we become 
a stiff – and are buried.  When we absorb 
other people’s death urge, we can get de-

pressed, feel suicidal, become prone to 
anger, be grouchy, or have violent 
dreams.  Victim consciousness in all its 
forms is a sign of death urge.
 I’ll finish this page with an idea 
that is a million times greater than physi-
cal immortality, and is the source of per-
sonal mastery or misery and death.  It  is 
‘Energy becomes what it thinks about’.
 Your personal energy is the Eter-
nal Spirit  – God Within – your natural 
divinity.  
 This Infinite Eternal Energy is 
helpless and powerless without thought 
and yet it is the power of thought.  Your 
unlimited potential is only potential until 
it  has been activated and directed by your 
thoughts.  Energy is directed by thought.
 Infinite Power directed by 
thoughts of weakness can produce infinite 
weakness.  Infinite power directed by 
wholesome and healthy thoughts produce 
infinite wholesomeness, health, and 
safety – beyond safety – peace and pleas-
ure.  Thoughts of death produce death.  
Thoughts of Eternal Life produce physi-
cal immortality and body mastery.  The 
body is Energy materialized by thought; 
not passive thinking, but  active thinking; 
thought  in motion.  Your physical body 
and emotional body have been built-up by 
millions of thoughts in action.  To be a 
master, you now have to catch the 
thoughts and change them with the kind 
of actions that produce the results you 
like.  We are all scientists and our body is 
the laboratory.  Various nutrients have 
been created by thinking beings to pro-
duce certain effects in the body.  Some of 
these cause and effect  relationships are 
simple and some are quite complex.  And 
simple fasting is the direct  route to the 
purity of Infinite Energy.  However, it  is 
also possible to starve to death for spiri-
tual purposes.  We have to learn balance 
and common sense.  More people die 
from overeating today than from starva-
tion.
 Repentance is fun!  Changing our 
minds is the great, eternal adventure of all 
intelligent divine beings.
 Physical immortality is not possi-
ble to achieve, in the sense that  the end of 
immortality can never be reached; but 
body and mind mastery and rejuvenation 
can be mastered.  Transfiguration is a fact 
for some, and an opportunity for all.  That 
the body can perish reveals also the 
body’s potential for healing.  Playing in 

your Spirit  Energy, your Divine Mind, 
and your Infinitely Beautiful Body is 
what Eternal Life is all about.  
 Have fun!
Please see these additional works, by sub-
ject:

Archaeology
Project X by Gene Savoy
Life and Teachings of the Masters of the 
Far East by B. Spalding (IU) 

Biology
The Romeo Error by Lyall Watson

Chemistry
Young Again by John Thomas

General Science
Mind of Cells by Safprem
How Long Do You Chose to Live by Pe-
ter Raynar
Immortality Factor by Osborn Segerberg

Medicine
Rainbow Diet by Gabriel Cousens (IU)

Philosophy
The Immortalist by Alan Harrington

Physics
The Physics of Immortality

Psychology 
Psychology of Immortality
Beyond the Pleasure Principle by Sig-
mund Freud

Reincarnation Science
Life Before Life by Jim Tucker
Return from Heaven by Carol Bowman 
(IU)
Journey of Souls by Michael Newton (IU)

Yoga
Autobiography of a Yogi by Paramahansa 
Yogananda
Living with the Himalayan Masters by 
Swami Rama
Thirumandiram by Thirumoolar

Death and Dying
Death and Dying by Elizabeth Kubler 
Ross
Death and Dying by Glenn Mullin

***SEE Inspiration University book list for hundreds 
more books about victory over death!!!***
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Breathing & Healing

Leonard D. Orr

 Breathing sessions continue to heal 
everything known to mankind, but breathing 
doesn’t necessarily heal anything—even with 
ten 2-hour sessions.
 A one- to two-hour completed energy 
cycle of connected energy breathing has 
healed cases of autism.
 About 20 years ago a woman called 
me from New Zealand.  She had just com-
pleted her 8th session.  Her 6-year old daugh-
ter was severely autistic when the mother be-
gan her sessions, but the mother noticed that 
her daughter was getting better with each of 
her (the mother’s) sessions. 
 So she asked me, “Is it okay for my 
daughter to receive a session?”  I said, “Yes, 
but you should be present with the Rebirther 
Breathworker so that your daughter feels safe 
and the Breathworker feels safe.”
 She called me after her daughter’s 
session and told me that most of her daugh-
ter’s autistic behavior disappeared as a result 
of just that one 2-hour Breathwork session.
 I asked her to send me a letter so I 
could encourage other parents and Rebirthing 
Breathworkers.  I have no idea where that 
letter is today.
 I have received thousands of healing 
testimonials—even tens of thousands—over 
the last 33 years, about the healing power of 
Rebirthing Breathwork.
 But we cannot make any claims be-
cause the only thing that we can guarantee is 
that people will have a new ability to breathe 
Energy as well as air, and that it is a tool for 
relaxation.
 Did you ever think about this?  You 
cannot have relaxation and disease in the 
same time and space.  And gentle breathing 
automatically induces relaxation.  We have to 
choose.

***
 I almost never work with children 
until both parents, if possible,  have received 
10 sessions. 
 I have heard of other cases in which 
the child’s autism and mental retardation and 
all kinds of symptoms disappeared during the 
parents ten sessions without the child doing 
any Breathwork sessions.
 Autism is a frequent topic in the 
news now. As a result of our stressful civiliza-
tion,  and lifestyles not based upon spiritual 
purification practices, autism is increasing 
and our children are suffering.  Rebirther 
Breathworkers should know the power of 
simple Breathwork and offer to help, but not 
guarantee or promise anything. We can only 
say, “Let’s do ten sessions and see what hap-

pens.”
 So many miracles happen during the 
first ten sessions, that we need to promise 
nothing.  And sometimes, people don’t want to 
be healed. They wouldn’t know what to do 
with them selves if they were well and 
healthy.
 If people were well and healthy, they 
might even have time and energy to partici-
pate in politics and exercise their freedom and 
responsibility as citizens.
 What will we do after we experience 
heaven on earth and deathless consciousness?
 Rebirthing Breathwork has healed 
tens of thousands of cases of heart disease, 
but not permanently unless the person be-
comes a vegetarian and learns some fasting 
habits, exercise habits, etc.
 Rebirthing Breathwork  sessions 
have healed thousands of cases of migraines, 
asthma, epilepsy, colon and kidney problems, 
alcoholism and drug addiction, the common 
cold, allergies, schizophrenia, panaphobia, 
marital problems, cancer, and prevented sur-
geries, auto accidents, etc, etc, etc.
 When RBI has a full time profes-
sional staff to accumulate and organize all 
these case histories,  we can publish books 
about them. But I am too busy working with 
the perpetual flow of students. I’m in constant 
demand in over 20 countries. I only get to 
some of them in 10 years.
 People get angry because I always 
try to remember to put fundraising statements 
in every newsletter. We have to heal our atti-
tudes around money with breathing, also, and 
practical action.
 People, who give or tithe to me, or 
RBI, don’t usually get irritated by my requests 
for money.  They try to understand that new 
people read the newsletters every month and 
like to know that we appreciate their support.
 I am very grateful for all the gifts 
and tithes that come in every month, whether 
they are big or small.   Some people only send 
$1 each month.  We are very thankful for 
every gift!
 Some people resent me asking in 
every issue and think that it must not be work-
ing, because I mention fundraising continu-
ally.  The opposite is true.  I mention it be-
cause it is working.
 Maybe when we have an annual 
budget of over $1 million, we can stop fund-
raising, but I notice that organizations with 
multimillion-dollar budgets still do it. 
 I love it when subscribers to The 
Conscious Connection send their dues without 
reminders every January and Rebirther 
Breathworkers send their directory dues every 
January.  Thank you for your faithful support!
 The biggest need in the world is to 
train high quality Breathworkers to keep up 
with the demand.  Every new, good Breath-

worker creates more demand.  Let me repeat 
this point: Every high quality breathworker 
creates more clients than they can serve.  We 
have to train rebirther breathworkers faster.
 Rebirthing Breathwork is taught in 
University curriculum in some parts of the 
world.  It could be taught everywhere if there 
were more Breathworkers.  I have done pilot 
projects in elementary, middle, and high 
schools, as well as colleges.  Some of them 
are written up in my Breath Awareness book 
which is now included in The New Rebirthing 
Breathwork Book.
 Before leaving autism, I desire to 
mention the work of the Kaufman’s.  Barry 
and Samahria Kaufman have healed many, 
many cases of autism without Rebirthing 
Breathwork as we use it.  Their work is bril-
liant and I would like all Breathworkers to 
know about it and study their books.
 I’ve read all of Barry Kaufman’s 
books and love them all.  In addition to Son 
Rise - The Miracle Continues, Barry has 
many other general self-improvement books 
which are among the best available in the 
world.
 His book, Happiness is a Choice, is 
fantastic. All Breathworkers should have it, 
master it, and recommend it to our clients. We 
have a stock of them in The Inspiration Uni-
versity bookstore. The price is $10.95 plus 
shipping and handling. I am in the process of 
getting the rest of his books that are in print 
into the bookstore.
 I especially like his book- Giant 
Steps.
 Breathing is a fundamental essential 
to healing everything.  Breathing is the foun-
dation of Life and health.  
 “God breathed into man’s nostrils the 
Breath of Life and man became a Living 
soul.” 
 Breathworkers are dispensing the 
breath of Life.
 Learning to breathe better improves 
our mental and physical health.  This is 
enough.  We don’t need to promise anything 
more than this.

“Rebirther Breathworkers 
can be called the spiritual 
vacuum cleaners of the 
planet.”   - Leonard Orr
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On Earth As It Is In Heaven

James Strole

 Bernadeane, James Strole and Char-
les Paul Brown have been speaking, writing 
and living physical immortality for the past 40 
years. They are electrifying speakers who 
have presented their unique vision of death-
less living in events all over the world.
 As long as humanity is harboring 
deep in its soul the belief that we are merely 
passing through,  on our way to some better 
world, we are never going to create a real 
quality of life for ourselves here on earth. 
What has happened to the notion of creating 
heaven here on earth? A lot of people seem 
well content with the idea of dying and going 
to heaven (afterlife, or whatever other names 
are given to it).
 Humankind has always had some 
innate sense of being eternal. In most relig-
ions, there is the feeling that someday we will 
return to an immortal state.  This is why so 
many religions have created the image of the 
heaven, or the afterlife.  There is a promise of 
paradise after death, because man cannot 
come to grips with ending death now and cre-
ating paradise here and now.
 Come down out of the clouds.  Come 
out of the haze. Begin to unveil the mysteries 
of our bodies. You are magnificent. Your body 
is magnificent. Your body is absolutely phe-
nomenal.
 To the system of death on this planet, 
you may be no more than a social security 
number stored in a computer somewhere. You 
are more than that to us! You are a living or-
gan within a total organism. We need one an-
other to come together in one mind, one body, 
one spirit, to create a life without end,  right 
here on earth.
 All this may seem impossible to the 
mind that has been programmed that death is 
inevitable. However, the quality of life that 
humanity cries out for on the planet cannot 
possibly come forth,  until we look at the core 
of the problem, which is the acceptance of 
death, the belief that death is inevitable. That 
is why physical immortality is so important to 
humanity. Physical immortality will totally 
transform the quality of our existence here on 
this planet.
 To achieve that transformation all of 
us of like mind need to join together to mani-
fest what we feel is not only the next and 
most important quantum leap for humankind 
but to end the narcissistic and self-centered 
destruction of the human race.  We invite you 
to come to Scottsdale for our Summer Event 
and experience for yourself just how great it 
can be to be totally alive with each other.  Also 
keep in mind Bernadeane, James and Charles 

are available to travel to your area to speak 
upon invitation. 
 We would like to take this opportu-
nity to personally invite all who are
experiencing a hunger for physical immortal-
ity to attend our Winter Event.
 The People Unlimited centre is lo-
cated at 9380 E Bahia Dr. McDowell Moun-
tain Business Park, A101, in beautiful Scotts-
dale Arizona. There is a special excitement 
building within all of us, to know that we will 
soon be together with our immortal bodies, 
from different places around the globe, as 
well as our beautiful people who reside here 
in Scottsdale.

Contact People Unlimited, Inc.:
Ph: 480 949 4344 or email: 

welcome@peopleunlimited.biz 

View our website at: www.peopleunlimited.biz 
15560 N. Frank Lloyd Wright Blvd. B4/230, Scottsdale, 

AZ 85260.  

***

 Book Reviews 
     

  Leonard D. Orr

Journey of  Souls  by Michael  Newton is  one of 
the greatest books of the last  century.  Michael has 
done exhaustive research with thousands of people 
on  their memories of their time between bodies.  
This book is the most complete work of its kind.
 Michael Newton’s work can help you 
remember your own experiences, and break down 
the wall in  most peoples minds between heaven 
and earth to help us to realize heaven on earth.
 This book leads us to the conclusion that  
the best way to bring heaven to earth is  through 
One Year Seminars  and Neighborhood Representa-
tion.
 The book reveals that  heaven is organ-
ized into cities of souls of over 1,000 people and 
that each city is organized into groups of 5  to 20 
souls who do intensive work with each other with 
one or more leaders, exactly the way One Year 
Seminars operate.  People stay in these same 
groups for years or even centuries, until they grow 
beyond them into a new soul group.  They also 
usually associate in relationships on earth as well 
as between incarnations.  
 Heaven operates in an intelligent, orderly 
fashion, with rules established by God and im-
plemented by guides or teachers.  In One Year 
Seminars, we make our own rules, but they are in 
harmony with divine order.
 One Year Seminars are the fastest way 
to  spiritual growth and healing.  Organizing or 
joining a One Year Seminar is the most  intelligent 
thing we can do.
 Life in heaven reveals how slowly peo-
ple evolve.  As Babaji  said, “There is  no learning 
without a body - only unlearning.”

Available from Inspiration University.

⁎

A Call To Mother’s Grace and Gifts by Toni 
Delgado is a boon to all  who are ready to remem-
ber the Mother of Everything and are willing to  
accept Her fully back into their lives.  She has been 
patiently awaiting our awakening and our higher 
conscious decision to do this.  The Mother wants 
the whole of the Cosmos and us to  reunite our will 
with  Her in this  Dance of Life. This book assists 
you in this Reunion.  

Available from Inspiration University or 
http://anextstep.org/promotional/call_to_mother.ht
ml.

⁎
Return From Heaven by Carol Bowman. 
 There is an entire department at  the Uni-
versity of Virginia devoted to the scientific study of 
children who remember their previous Lives.  It 
was established a few decades ago by Ian Steven-
son, and has survived thanks to a large grant from 
the Xerox corporation.  The research performed in 
this  department at UVA is monumental, and is 
carried-on by Stevenson’s successor, Jim Tucker.
 Carol Bowman has focused her work on  
children who are reincarnated in  the same family.  
It is very fascinating!
 Since Rebirthing Breathworkers often  
encounter clients who spontaneously have past Life 
memories during sessions, we can benefit our cli-
ents by being informed about these fields of study. 
 Carol Bowman’s book gives a whole new 
way of looking at children and past Lives.

⁎
 Other good works on Past Life Therapy  
include the writings of Brian Weiss, and my per-
sonal favorite, A Practical Guide to Past-Life 
Memories by Brian Webster.   
 Pain  and symptoms and  patterns of all 
kinds can come from any memory in the history of 
our soul.  Past  life therapy is  very important and 
often occurs spontaneously in breathwork sessions.  
 All rebirther breathworkers should mas-
ter past life therapy, for ourselves as well as our 
clients.  And we can also process  the memory en-
ergy of others as we do our own.

⁎
 Inspiration University is thrilled to bring 
you Pangasm by Andora Noyes - a book that can 
give us  an experience of the Unity of all  Life.  I 
had several  spiritual  orgasms while reading every 
page!
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Testimonial

 I started walking with a cane in 1998.  I per-
formed physical therapy exercises daily yet continued 
with the need of walking with assistance.                                  
 In February 2006, my dog and I arrived at 
Inspiration University, learning rebirthing along with 
various classes resulting in a lot of emotional and 
physical releases.  In May, 2006, I experienced walking 
and running without any assistance, which has con-
tinued to this day.   

 Thank you Leonard Orr for Rebirthing! 

 - Connie Neal
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                 Rebirth International 

   Fostering sustainability of mind, body & spirit for individual, community, and world, through education, information distribution, and 
providing support to individuals in the context of spiritual community.  Based primarily on the teachings of Leonard Orr and Babaji.    

 
Peace Arnold, Membership Chairperson

World Headquarters
PO Box 1026, Staunton, VA 24402

Phone: (540) 885-0551 Fax: (540) 885-1230
Email: RebirthingNYC@gmail.com 

Dear Members and Friends,

 Please take a moment to renew your membership with Rebirth International and update your contact and list-
ing information.  It is through member support and your ongoing commitment that Rebirth International continues 
it’s humanitarian projects and support of Rebirthers and the Rebirthing community worldwide.  Many of you have 
been personally supported by Leonard at some point during your healing process and development as a Rebirther as I 
have been.  This form of love and willingness to become personally involved in peoples lives is rare among healers 
and visionaries in today’s society, and yet, this is the involvement it takes, at times, to save lives and make significant 
change in the world. How fortunate we are to have Leonard walking among us and available.

Renew your commitment to Rebirth International and your relationship with Leonard, today.

In 2007, Rebirth International:

 Raised the standards for Rebirthing Breathworkers by introducing the New Certification Program.
 Continued the vitally important work (designed and founded in part by RBI founder, Leonard Orr) of educat-
ing people from all professions (students, parents, lawyers, physicians, psychologists and psychiatrists, healers & en-
ergy workers, lay people, etc.) in Rebirthing Breathwork, Spiritual Purification with the 5 elements, Emotional Energy 
Pollution, the Unconscious Death Urge, the idea and practice of Immortal Yoga, Neighborhood Representation, and 
Local Money Systems, in the United States and Internationally.
 Directly supported dozens (and indirectly supported thousands) of people in their healing processes from the 
8 Biggies of Human Trauma, helping them to lead healthier and more balanced lives, strengthening the individual’s 
connection to Divine Energy, and assisting their process in becoming spiritually, emotionally, physically, and finan-
cially self-sufficient.
 Supported Leonard Orr in his healing process so that he can continue his work, teaching and healing others, 
and creating more with his Divine genius to support our world in becoming a better place.

 In 2008, Rebirth International is Looking Forward To:

 Sharing the teachings of Leonard Orr, Babaji, and friends, with more grateful, beautiful human beings in loca-
tions all over the world.
 Increasing public awareness of, and participation in, all of Leonard Orr’s teachings, especially pursing Neigh-
borhood Representation—A Grassroots Political Ideal, a Universal money system called Love Notes Money, the possi-
bility of Physical Immortality, the importance of Spiritual Purification with the 5 elements, educating the public on the 
unconscious death urge, and more.
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 Growing the spiritual community in Virginia, Inspiration University, the domestic training and retreat center 
of Rebirth International, through staff and program development, and a vibrant convention in July, as well as develop-
ing community awareness of the programs that exist here and are available to all. 

As Always, Rebirth International:

 Provides you with a quarterly publication, The Conscious Connection,  which includes articles by Leonard Orr 
and members of the Rebirthing community, ( you, too, are welcome to submit articles for the newsletter), and focuses 
on beneficial information for the reader, opportunities for training in the important work of Rebirthing Breathwork & 
Spiritual Purification with the 5 Elements, and information about topics such as Neighborhood Representation, Local 
Money Systems, and how each of us can become more humanitarian and proactive in our efforts to help our world.
 Invites you to explore the possibility of taking part in our spiritual community by joining us for trainings and 
retreats in Virginia and other locations, as well as by being a part of our communication and information distribution 
network.
 Maintains a Training Center which provides trainings every week of the year, in Rebirthing Breathwork and 
Spiritual Purification with the 5 elements; & retreats; workshops on topics such as forgiveness, yoga, pranayama & 
meditation;  individual consultations and support;  education programs in relationships, prosperity, spiritual psychol-
ogy, personal law;  a community garden; a community resource center rich in information about water birth and spiri-
tual parenting, nutritional perspectives, perspectives and practices for personal growth and mastery, manifestation, as 
well as a weekly, community-wide vegetarian potluck; and practitioner space for local and visiting practitioners of 
complimentary therapies to utilize as needed.
 Hosts a One Year Seminar (OYS) at the World Headquarters the first weekend of each month, as well as sup-
ports OYS in other locations, exploring and engaging in such topics as 5 elements purification, Guru Principle, Grace, 
Community and Loving Relationships, Prosperity, and Spiritual Healing. 
 Maintains the Bhole Baba Trust, Babaji’s name given to Leonard for the fund that supports many humanitarian 
projects, including the Herakhan Bathhouse Project in India.
 Maintains an investment club that seeks lucrative real estate investment opportunities as a form of training in 
self-sufficiency.

 Yes, we are doing a lot! That's because we're driven by our love of God, and a passion for making the world a 
joyful, sustainable, meaningful, and healthy place for all of us to Live in and play together. 
 Please return either the enclosed membership form and questionnaire, or the membership form located inside 
the current issue of Conscious Connection in the envelope provided, as well as your comments.  We look forward to 
hearing from you, and as always, are grateful for your support, which allows us all to continue our co-creative en-
deavors in the realization of these dreams.

In Truth, Simplicity, and Love,

Peace Arnold
(With special thanks to  Ariel Sutter for making the transition to this position so very easy and gentle.)
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Comments by Graduates of the 9-Day Training Program
 “Spending 9 Days with Leonard Orr in his spiritual purification training is one of this world’s greatest joys and pleas-
ures!” 

 “Leonard has done 40 years of spiritual purification and self-improvement.  The impact of his pure Energy on me and 
the others in the training is invisible, but truly amazing to us who can see.”

 “ I can’t think of anything I would rather spend my time and money doing than participating in Leonard’s 9-Day Train-
ing once per year.  It is totally rejuvenating and refreshing and fun.  It enriches the rest of my year and my whole Life.”
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 As a non-profit organization, Rebirth International relies largely on grants and donations to fund its work. We 
are grateful for the enthusiasm and support that has carried us this far.  Tax-deductible contributions for the general 
budget or special projects can be made payable to Rebirth International and sent to the address above.
 Special Project Support is always appreciated!  We will use financial support for these projects to ei-
ther support them directly (in the case of the Herakhan Bath House Project) or to grow projects with appro-
priately qualified staff support.  Please indicate which cause(s) you would like to support.    

Special Projects include:
Herakhan Bath House Project 

Neighborhood Representation Education and Development 

Love Notes Money Society Education and Development 

Inspiration University Administration and Development 

Rebirth International Administration and Development 

Inspiration University Training Scholarships 

General Membership Support:

 General Membership  $22

 Support Membership $33

 Listed Rebirther Membership  $55

 RBI Friends Club Membership  $108

 Tithing Membership  Tithe 10% of your personal income.

 Humanitarian Membership  $1008

 World Builder Membership  Includes spiritual purification training for you & one of your friends. $3,000

 New Renaissance Membership  $8,000

 Includes all newsletters.
 Includes all newsletters and Professional Listing in Rebirther’s Directory if qualified.

-Please mail your membership to Rebirth International, or call or fax us with your information-

(Form on Page 11)
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 If Every Conscious 
Breather sent only $1 

each year, RBI would have 
a budget of over 

$1 million!  
It is so easy!
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Date:

Name:

Address:

E-mail:

Phone: 

Fax:

Indicate Type of Membership support you wish to 
provide:

Payment: __Cash   __Check   __(Visa / MasterCard) 

______-______-______-______ exp.______ /______  

CID (3 or 4 digits on signature strip) ____________ 

Signature___________________________________

For Listed Rebirthers Memberships

Contact information to appear in Directory:

Length of experience with Rebirthing Breathwork?

Training completed when and with whom?

Number of clients taken through 10 sessions?

Other Comments:
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Book Order Form

Inspiration University Bookstore
P.O. Box 1026

Staunton, VA 24402
tel-(540) 885-0551 / f-1230

Please indicate your bookstore purchase on pages 12-14.

Shipping Details: 
USA-$7 for first 2 items, add $2 for each additional 
item.
Canada & Mexico- $9 for up to 2 items, $2 for each ad-
ditional item.
Overseas: Please pay by credit card since shipping rates 
vary greatly; call or email if you would like airmail rate 
verification.

Date:

Name:

Shipping Address:

E-mail:

Phone & Fax:

Book Order Total: 

Shipping Total: 

Total Amount Enclosed:

Payment: __Cash   __Check   __(Visa / MasterCard) 

______-______-______-______ exp.______ /______  

CID (3 or 4 digits on signature strip) ____________ 

Billing Address Same as Shipping?  If Not, Include 
Details Here:

Signature___________________________________

Membership Form T
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      Books by Leonard Orr       Price Quantity

About Your Femininity - By A Man     The Spiritual Power of Menstruation     (booklet)        $5      _______

Abundance & Scarcity     Clarity About Money     (newsprint)            1      _______

Babaji: Angel of the Lord     On Mahavatar Babaji           12      _______

Bhartriji: 2000 Year Immortal Yogi     Includes Bhartriji’s Most Famous Scriptures        15      _______

Breaking the Death Habit     Introduction to Physical Immortality & 8 Immortals        15     _______

Breath Awareness     Development, Discussion, & Practical Guide to Understanding & Using the Breath      15      _______

The Common Sense of Physical Immortality     Death is a Grave Mistake!         12      _______

Fire     As Important as Food or Water for Human Health          12      _______

Healing Cancer     Leonard’s Personal Story of Emotional & Physical Healing         10      _______

Healing the Death Urge     A Practical Guide for Victory          12     _______

The Healing Manual     Manual for Self-Healing            15     _______

The Healing Power of Birth & Rebirth     Accounts the births of Leonard’s Children, a Guide for Rebirthing Infants     10      _______

How to Become a $100,000/year Rebirther Breathworker     Practical Guide for Successful Self-Employment      15      _______

Introduction to the Shiva Purana     Designed for the Western Mind     (newsprint)          1      _______

The New Renaissance     Transcendence & Spiritual Purification, Rebirthing Money & Politics       15     _______

The New Rebirthing Book     Compilation of Breath Awareness, The Healing Manual, The Healing Power of Birth 

 & Rebirth, & The Story of Rebirthing Breathwork          40      _______

The Owner’s Manual for Human Beings     The Eternal Fundamentals for Human Mastery of Mind, Body & Spirit       8      _______

Personal Energy Management     Winning the Spiritual Purification Game         12     _______

Physical Immortality     Edited by Babaji in 1980           15      _______

Physical Immortality for Christians     The 5 Immortals of the Bible, & Comparative Religious Exploration       15      _______

Prosperity Consciousness Consultation I      A Practical Guide for Self-Employment        20     _______

Prosperity Consciousness Consultation II     The Money Seminar              20      _______

Prosperity Consciousness Consultation III     The Energy of Success            20      _______

The Secrets of Youthing     Leonard’s Senility Process & the Shiva Kalpa Rite of Rejuvenation       15      _______

The Story of Rebirthing Breathwork     Unique Perspective from the Founder         15      _______

The Truth About Money     Understanding & Mastering Money & Local Money Systems        22      _______

   Tapes & CDs By Leonard Orr

The Original Money Seminar     The 4 Laws of Wealth – A Powerful Tool to Build Prosperity Consciousness (4 tapes/CDs)     33 _______

The Famous Money Seminar     90’ Extracted From the Original Version – Powerful & Practical (1 tape/CD)      12 _______

The Money Seminar part 1 The Earning Law – The 1st Law of Wealth (1 CD)        10 _______

The Rebirth Seminar     Created in 1975, Complete Information About Rebirthing & Biggies of Human Trauma (2 tapes/3 CDs)    18 _______

Physical Immortality Today     Leonard’s Personal Healing Process and Adventure Into Body Mastery (2 tapes)      18 _______

Adventures in Spiritual Mastery     A Dynamic & Inspiring Lecture (1 tape/CD)        10 _______

The Science of Personal Aliveness     The Lifestyle of the Immortal Yogi Masters (1 tape/CD)       10 _______

Unraveling the Birth Death Cycle     The Alternatives to Physical Death – Excellent Inspiration (2 tapes/CDs)      18  _______

Babaji & Spiritual Purification     Stories & Spiritual Principles (1 tape/CD)         10 _______

Ultimate Healers     The Power of the Mind and the Breath (1 tape/CD)         10  _______

Intuitive Aarati     A Translation Into Common English, Includes the 108 Names of God (1 tape/CD)       10 _______

Weight & the 5 Biggies     The Underlying Reasons for Overweight (2 tapes/CDs)        18 _______

Money & the 5 Biggies     Understanding Relationship with Money(2 tapes/CDs)        18  _______

$100,000/Year Rebirthers     Practical Steps to Achieve This Income (2 tapes/CDs)        18 _______

The Business of Self-Improvement     How to be successful in the Self-Improvement Business (2 tapes/CDs)      18 _______
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As A Man Thinketh     Leonard’s Positive Version, Induces Powerful Transformation – Use With Repetition (1 tape/CD)      10 _______

Intuitive Breathing     An Introduction to Rebirthing Breathwork (1 tape/CD)         10 _______

Teeth Affirmations     You Can Heal Your Teeth (1 tape/CD)          10 _______

The Psychology & Enlightenment of Leonard Orr (1 tape/CD)          10  _______

The Prophecy Conference     Babaji & the Prophecies (1 tape/CD)          10  _______

   Scriptures

The Shiva Purana     Most Ancient & Greatest Scripture (Vol. I-IV, sold individually)        30 _______

The Shiva Purana (Vol. I-IV)             108 _______

The Bhagavad Gita ⁓ Sacred Verses, Healing Sounds     A Selection of Verses Read By Deepak Chopra (2 tapes)     17 _______

Thirumandiram By Shri Siddhar Thirumoolar     A Classic of Yoga & Tantra by an Immortal Siddha Yogi (III Vol. Set)     35 _______

The Philosophy of Goraknath     The Philosophy of Babaji Himself          20 _______

Herakhan Baba Speaks     Teachings of Babaji During His Ministry in the U.S. between ’91 & ’93       Free _______

The Essene Gospel of Peace     Teachings of Jesus about Earth, Air, Water & Fire        1 _______

   Babaji & Mantras

Picture of Babaji      Portrait, Laminated (5 .5 x 7 inches, color)          10 _______

Poster of Babaji     Babaji Giving Blessings (18 x 24 inches, BW) –or- Babaji Laughing (color)       10  _______

Have Guru Darshan     Video of Babaji with new, exclusive footage (VHS or PAL)        20 _______

Babaji & the 18 Siddha Kriya Yoga Tradition By M. Govindan     Babaji & the 18 Immortals       20 _______

Aarati     Devotional Songs in Sanskrit, Live in Herakhan, including Babaji Singing Mantras (CD)       20 _______

Aarati Booklet     Words of Sanskrit Songs            3 _______

Aum Namaha Shivaiya By Robert Gass     The Beautiful Classic Meditative Chanting of the Mantra  (CD)      20 _______

Bliss By Robert Gass       Very Beautiful, Etheric Version of Aum Namaha Shivaiya (CD)        20 _______

I Am Harmony – A Book About Babaji By Radhe Shyam          NEW!   20 _______

   Conscious Eating & Living

Eating     The No. 1 Killer in the U.S. Today –Excellent Information (VHS or DVD)        13 _______

Eating for Beauty By David Wolf     Beautify Body Inside & Out, Exploration of Foods & Food Properties for Beauty     24 _______

The Sunfood Diet Success System By David Wolf     Thirty-six Lessons to Support Your Raw Food Diet      40 _______

Rainbow Green Live Food Cuisine By Dr. Gabriel Cousens     Conscious Raw Eating, Self-Composting Body Mastery     30 _______

Spiritual Nurtition By Dr. Gabriel Cousens     Six Foundations for Spiritual Life & Awakening Kundalini      30 _______

12 Steps to Raw Foods By Victoria Boutenko -or- Eating Without Heating By Sergei & Valya Boutenko  (sold separately)    12 _______

The Green Life By Victoria Boutenko     The Wonders of Green Foods & Delicious Green Smoothies Recipes      15 _______

The Essene Way of Biogenic Living by E. Bordeaux Szekely          10 _______

Nature’s First Law: The Raw Food Diet By Arlin, Dini & Wolf     Why Choose Raw Foods?       15 _______

   Physical Immortality & Mastery

Living with the Himalayan Masters By Swami Rama    Great Stories of Personal Quest for Truth & Enlightenment     19 _______

Life and Teaching of the Masters of the Far East By B. Spalding   Meeting with Immortals, Classic  (VI Vol. Set)     50  _______

Dancing with Death thru Senility into Eternality By Toni Delgado   We Can Survive Senility – Tools & Insights     16 _______

Beyond Mortal Boundaries By Analee Skarin   Light on Transfiguration         12 _______

The Immortalist By Alan Harrington   One of the First American Books on Physical Immortality – Very Good      10 _______

Autobiography of a Yogi By Paramahansa Yogananda   Quest for Truth & Self-Mastery, Meetings with Immortal Masters    6 _______

Together Forever By CBJ   Living Physical Immortality           9 _______

Living Without Death By James Strole & Bernadeane   The Experience of Physical Immortality       16 _______

Saints Who Raised the Dead   400 Documented Cases of Resurrection         18.50  _______

Conquest of Death By Edmond Bordeaux Szekely   We Can Prolong Our Life Far Beyond Our Imagination      5 _______
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Why Die? By Herb Bowie   A Beginner’s Guide to Living Forever          13 _______

   Englightened Birthing & Parenting

 Birth Without Violence By Frederick Leboyer   The Extraordinary Book that Revolutionized Birthing in the West     17 _______

Ecstatic Birth By Binnie Dansby   The Impact of Birth & How to Create the Birth You Want (CD Rom)      40 _______

Gentle Birth Choices By Barbara Harper   6 Women Giving Birth as they Choose- Empowering & Educational (VHS)     30 _______

Water Babies   Peaceful Waterbirthing in an Enlightened Hospital in Belgium, Including Breech Birth and Birth of Twins (VHS)    45 _______

Born In Water   Power, Awareness, Gentleness & Wisdom in a Beautiful Collection of 7 Waterbirths       40 _______

The Continuum Concept By Jean Liedloff   Excellent!  Most Brilliant Book on Child Raising       16.50  _______

The Secret Life of the Unborn Child By Thomas Verny   Evidence that Babies in Utero are Feeling, Responsive Beings     15 _______

Birth As We Know It by Elena Tonetti   Beautiful documentary of women birthing in Black Sea by student of Igor Charkovsky including multi-orgasmic birth! (DVD) 45 _______

   Personal Growth & Healing

Never Say Die!  The Making of a Healer By Pauline Avis & David McNab   Excellent Book on Rebirthing      20 _______

The Game of Life and How to Play It By Florence Scovel Shinn   Metaphysical Laws for Creating the Life You Want     8 _______

The Game of Life and How to Play It For Women By Florence Scovel Shinn   A Version of the Classic for Women     10 _______

Jonathan Livingston Seagull By Richard Bach   Inspiration to Rise Higher & Higher        9 _______

Natural Vision Improvement By Janet Goodrich   Best Book on Vision Improvement – See Clearly Without Glasses     28 _______

Pele’s Wish By Sondra Ray   Precious Gifts of Hawaiian Spirituality         13 _______

Loving Relationships 2 By Sondra Ray   Understanding the Dynamics of Relationships        10 _______

The Only Diet There Is By Sondra Ray   Loosing Weight through Forgiveness         11 _______

Essays on Creating Sacred Relationships By Sondra Ray   A New Paradigm in Relationships       12 _______

Healing & Holiness By Sondra Ray   Sondra Ray’s Personal Healing Journey, Challenges, and Victories      13 _______

All In the Name of Love By Glenn & Barbara Smyly   Mastering Loving Relationships        18 _______

You Don’t Have to Die By Harry Hoxsey   The Cure for Cancer Exists – Herbal, Effective, No Side-Effects      15 _______

Breathing the Rhythm of Success By Viola Edward   Identifying & Transforming One’s Personal Law      10 _______

The Ancient Secret of the Fountain of Youth By Peter Kelder   The 5 Tibetan Rites of Rejuvenation       13 _______

Helping Ourselves Heal Others By Ram Dass   Audio Lecture Reveals & Empowers Fulfilling One’s Role As Healer (2 tapes)    18 _______

Open to the Sea With Joan Ocean   Befriending Hawaiian Dolphins in the Wild (VHS or PAL, plus includes audio tape)     30 _______

Dolphins Into the Future By Joan Ocean   Wonderful Book of Joan’s Transformative Experiences with Dolphins & Whales     16 _______

The Dolphin Connection By Joan Ocean   Book About Dolphins as Teachers and Human/Dolphin Communication     15 _______

The Love / Breath / Laughter Track   Continuous “I Love You”, or Connected Breathing, or Laughter (choose)  (CD)     15 _______

The Christ of India   The Spiritual Training of Jesus in India (booklet)         5 _______

As A Woman Thinketh   Leonard Orr’s Positive Version, Read by Ariel Sutter (1 CD)     NEW!   10 _______

Pangasm By Andora Noyes   Personal Mastery of Human’s Yet Undiscovered Creative Abilities       NEW!   24 _______

Cradle to Cradle by Bill McDonough   Best Book on Sustainable Economy & Industry     NEW!   27.50  _______

Happiness is a Choice by Barry Neil Kaufman   Personal empowerment by the founder of the Options Institute in NJ  NEW!   10.95  _______

The 7 Inhibitors to Bliss By Pauline Winn           NEW!   20 _______

   Past Lives

Journey of Souls By Michael Newton   Case Studies of Living Human’s Past Experiences After Death    NEW!   15 _______

Destiny of Souls By Michael Newton   More Case Studies of Living Human’s Past Experiences After Death   NEW!   15 _______

Life Between Lives By Michael Newton   Still More Case Studies of Living Human’s Past Experiences After Death  NEW!   15 _______

Return From Heaven By Carol Bowman   Children Reincarnated In the Same Family – Amazing and Delightful!  NEW!   8 _______

   About Leonard Orr

Eternal Breath – The Biography of Leonard Orr By Pola Churchill   A Beautiful Collection of Information about the Life and Development of Leonard Orr  35.50  _______ 

Order Form On Page 11    
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Eternal Breath – A Biography of Leonard Orr

 Founder of Rebirthing Breathwork

Pola Churchill 

Copyright 2007
  Writing Leonard Orr’s biography was a very rich energizing 
learning experience, and a joy to create, even though Babaji was con-
stantly playing tricks with my computer and the fax blew up! 
  The interviews, research and constant updating of material to 
the manuscript kept me busy for over six and a half years, including 
printing and publishing. Time flies by. But, we are all immortal be-
ings, so time (which is an illusionary human arbitrary experience) is a 
drop in the ocean compared to eternity!
   Segments of the book were written in England, Walton Up-
state New York,  Virginia,  Los Angeles, Canada, Australia, Miami and 
the Bahamas.
   Warning, you will get high reading this book! It has nearly 
500 pages and sixty amazing photographs. This book will give you 
more depth and insight and revealing details into Leonard’s enigmatic 
character and his extraordinary life.

Here is a quote from Chapter 5,  The Development and Expansion of 
Rebirthing Breathwork: The Experiments.

THE DEVELOPMENT

 Since 1961, Leonard had been experimenting with all the 
religious and self-improvement ideas he could find. You name it, he 
probably did it. Yet, something was missing. His business was becom-
ing successful, but he had not yet discovered true joy and personal 
happiness. He had experienced life as millions upon millions do, with 
its minor joys and desensitized drudgery, consciously reminding him-
self to count his blessings against the grayness and grind of modern 
American life. And like so very many, even though he walked the path 
that “made sense” he had this nagging feeling that there was more to 
be had than what was presented in the culture at large.
   Of course, the inertia of life pushed him onward, despite his 
misgivings, despite his unhappiness,  despite even his Christian faith 
that he held against the gloom that often crowded against him. But, 
then came the great disclosure, the epiphany, the revelation that would 
change his whole life and ultimately the lives of countless others. 
There was however no burning bush, no angels descended with golden 
tablets in hand,  nor did God boom out in a deep bass voice his pro-
nouncement of Leonard’s divine mission for humankind. 
      One morning in 1962, Leonard Dietrich Orr took a bath.
  For some, the bath is certainly a place for inspiration. It can 
provide the blessed and rare sanctuary to which one can retreat when 
stressed or simply in need of quiet solitude. In the liberation of naked-
ness, submersion in warm water and the soothing slosh of water at any 
movement is a reminder of the primacy of comfort over action. One is 
transported to a more primitive state, even a prenatal environment. 
The bath becomes an indulgence, a luxury, a sybaritic pleasure 
through which one can take a small vacation or lodge a protest against 
a world gone mad!
     On that sacred morning in 1962, in the city of Los Angeles, 
Leonard simply slipped by the other residents of his rooming house to 
bathe, before going to work. The world was as mad as ever that year. 
There was the hysteria of the Cuban missile crisis, the announcement 
by President Kennedy that the United States would rush to the moon 
by decades end, and Marilyn Monroe had been found dead.
   Leonard’s faith insulated him from such traumas. As a devout 
Christian, he shared the certainty with faithful Christians that the cares 

of this world were inconsequential when measured against the great-
ness of the world to come; Christ’s new world. To be among the 
saved, should give Christians a sense of permanent sanctuary in the 
bosom and blood of Christ. Leonard had worked hard to keep his 
faith. Still he wasn’t happy. In spite of all the faith he focused into his 
religious practice, the incompleteness of his understanding gnawed at 
him.
   Although he had been born once, on November 15th 1937,  
and then born again in 1955, Leonard had to discover, one is not re-
born through shedding ones past, but rather by experiencing it again 
exactly as it had happened. To even begin to understand one’s power 
and then begin to use it, he first had to relive the harsh trauma of the 
eviction from the paradise of the womb, and the rejection by his 
mother. He had to learn how to fully immerse himself into the emo-
tional and physical pain,  and then breathe it out of his body on a cellu-
lar level to be completely free of it.  

 As Leonard soaked in the warm water that day in 1962, he 
began to feel his energy ebb from him. And even as the urgency of his 
need to get to his job pressed him, he simply couldn’t get out of his 
bath tub.  It was not quite paralysis, but he lacked any strength to climb 
from the tub. He finally accepted the weakness,  and settled into it. He 
could hear the quarter hours chime from an old clock downstairs in the 
main hall of the house, and the movements of other residents as they 
left for work.  This laid a background of activity against which his inert 
passivity in the water appeared even more acute.  An hour passed. The 
other tenants had gone, and quiet enveloped Leonard in his tub, inter-
rupted only by the regular reminders of the distant clock. Time was 
slipping away.  He was very late for work. He was incapacitated for 
two hours before he had the strength to get out. Leonard had had a 
“spontaneous regression” experience. 
      By the third hour, he slowly climbed out of the tub, dried, 
groomed himself, dressed and went to work. Something about his 
warm bath that day spontaneously regressed him into birth and prena-
tal states of consciousness. He felt like a helpless infant, with no 
strength to move.  This experience surprised and scared him, and at the 
same time fascinated him. 

  Leonard recalls: “I’d lie in my bathtub for what seemed like 
forever, and I’d have a sudden urge to get out and do something. 
There was a terrible urgency: Something awful would happen if I 
didn’t get out. I’d be evicted from my apartment or I’d lose some busi-
ness opportunity. But what I would say is: Why don’t I just stay here 
and miss the opportunity, or not pay my rent and see what happens? 
So, I just sat through all that urgency. And every time I sat in the bath-
tub longer than I was supposed to, I got some fantastic revelation 
about something. I did that hundreds of times. I even slept in my bath-
tub. I developed the ability to put my head back and sleep with my 
eyes under and my nose and mouth out. So, when the water got cold, 
I’d just turn on the tap with my foot without even moving and go back 
to sleep. And that's how rebirthing was invented!”  
“Reprinted with permission from Physical Immortality by Leonard 
Orr. Copyright 1988 by Leonard Orr. Celestial Arts, Berkeley, CA. 
www.tenspeedpress.com” (pg. 17).
 It took twelve years of these “spiritual accidents” for Leonard 
to develop and master Rebirthing Breathwork so that it could be 
taught to anyone.
        As odd as the loss of power had been in the bath, what Leon-
ard could not stop thinking about was the familiarity of the physical 
sensations in the bath that morning, including the sense of helpless-
ness. It was something primary, fundamental, something to which he 
could not fix any memory nor attach meaning. In yielding to the expe-
rience, Leonard had simply done something that he had learned was a 
proper response to certain stimulus, even when it countered the de-
mands of his daily life. 
     His innate ability to relax under any pressure was perhaps an 
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early sign of Leonard’s unique personality.  But there was something 
more in this bathing experience than simple relaxation. It had a pall of 
mystery behind it, and it nagged at him throughout the day. It was like 
having someone’s name that remains on the tip of one’s tongue. Why 
did this particular bath trigger these experiences?  Why was it different 
to any other bath he had had? The persistence of this feeling through-
out the day, fixed in his mind only one objective when he got home 
that evening: to get back in the bath.
      In the days and years that followed, Leonard spent hour upon 
hour in his bathtub much to the consternation of the other boarders 
who shared the bathroom with him. Even with the knowledge that he 
was tying up this limited resource. He ignored the urgency of his own 
thoughts to get out and do something “productive,” as well as the 
complaints of those who had equal claim to the bath.
    Leonard would experience the weakness and helplessness 
envelope him every time he soaked in the bathtub. Yet rather than find 
the loss of power alarming instead it provided comfort, as if the bath 
itself was a large benevolent hand lifting him from the cares of the 
world. At the same time he felt something was being shed from him, 
something that inhibited him in his daily life.
   He relaxed into each session slowly becoming aware of an 
increasing vulnerability to memory. He ignored the urgency of his 
own thoughts to get out and do something productive. He took this 
urgency as something worth resisting, a distraction from what he 
needed to know. The greater the urgency became, the more he resisted 
it; he remained in the bath. What he did not suspect however, was that 
the information he needed to know lay in the memories of his time in 
his mothers womb. What his resistance would reveal to him was his 
most primary experience of becoming human.
     Initially, Leonard did not even know that a person could re-
member one’s own birth, but gradually he relaxed into each session 
and allowed himself to experience the memories. After a period of 
time, Leonard gradually remembered much of his conception, prenatal 
memories and birth through these spontaneous regression experiences. 
These often happened as he did his daily connected breathing in the 
bathtub.     
     In each session,  Leonard shed layers of protection as emo-
tional memories flooded his mind, heart and body. He felt vulnerable, 
because each layer of protection had been formed from trauma, 
wounds, hurts and blows to the body and psyche. But the consequent 
removal of the painful causes of their creation, more than compen-
sated for his feelings of vulnerability. He experienced freedom and 
spiritual liberation. He also experienced creativity and energy for 
practical success.
      His bath had become a time machine. Leonard felt just like 
the fictional time traveler in H.G Wells’  1895 novel, “The Time Ma-
chine.” Leonard sat in the water as if frozen, slipping back in time, not 
always with a visual or aural memory but an emotional one, as though 
feelings from his entire past flooded him in reverse.                                             
    In the bathtub, Leonard re-experienced coming into his 
mother’s womb. He relived the excited feeling of being in the physical 
universe. He felt pure love and joy. He felt the infinite potential of all 
existence was blessing him and welcoming him to the physical plane.
      But however great this blessing felt, it could not insulate 
Leonard from the stark reality of the situation into which he would be 
born. For one does not dwell in this moment of love by default,  but 
rather by learning and passage through less than perfect worlds. This 
joyous coming into the earthly plane would only last a few weeks 
from the moment of creation, because Leonard was not a wanted 
child.  His joy soon turned to sorrow when he discovered that he was 
an unwelcome guest.      ***
 Pola Churchill is author of the book Shiva Mahavatar Babaji 
(1996).  She is a Rebirther Trainer and facilitates DNA Activation and 
The Pituitary Gland Rejuvenation Technique sessions. 

www.polachurchill.com   pola.churchill@usa.net  Tel: 323-980-7927.

Books are available from Inspiration University Bookstore, or from 
Pola for $35.50 + S&H $10.00 (California residents pay 8.25% tax).
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Introducing Peace Arnold!

Dear Members & Friends,

 It is with great joy that I announce 
my presence at Rebirth International 
World Headquarters in Staunton, Virginia. I 
have taken over the responsibilities for 
Membership Chair from Ariel Sutter and I 
am functioning as the National Coordinator 
for our organization.  You will also find me 
operating the Inspiration University Book-
store, providing a comprehensive selection 
of materials on Rebirthing Breathwork, 
Spiritual Purification, Physical Immortal-
ity, Babaji, Conscious Birth and Eating 
Practices, Scriptures ancient and newly 
Revealed.  In addition to the many writings 
of Leonard Orr, we carry a wide selection of 
recorded Lectures, still available on audio 
cassette and NOW available in CD format.
 Please feel free to contact me with 
suggestions and concerns.  I am happy to 
support you in your health and healing 
practices and in this great experiment of 
realizing Physical Immortality and our own 
True Nature, today.  

In truth, simplicity and love,

Peace Arnold
RebirthingNYC@gmail.com
PO Box 634
Staunton, VA 24402
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The Truth About Tetany & Breathing 

Leonard D. Orr

 Tetany is normally stiffness in the fingers or other extremities.  
It can be in the arms, legs, lips, or any other part of the body, or in The 
Whole Body.
 Tetany is usually associated with the hyperventilation syn-
drome, but it can be connected to many other events.  The hyperventi-
lation syndrome may not include tetany at all.  The hyperventilation 
syndrome has many other symptoms, such as dizziness, fear, visions, 
white light, brilliant colors, and many more.
 Hyperventilation literally means over-breathing.
 Tetany is a fun and pleasurable symptom for some people, 
and terrifying for others.
 I have access through what is commonly called The Rebirth-
ing Breathwork Movement to millions of cases of tetany.  It is helpful 
to anyone who is learning to breathe consciously, or doing any kind of 
breathing exercises, to at some point have an understanding of tetany.
 Tetany is considered to be a disease by some, and to be 
avoided.  To others, it is considered to be beneficial and a necessary 
part of our healing process for all kinds of diseases.  Some people find 
it a source of fun and pleasure.
 Tetany can be painful for some people.  But not more painful 
than going to the dentist.  
 Some people seem to require a little pain in their healing 
process.  
My definitions of pain are: 
1. The effort of clinging to a negative thought.
2. The effort of suppressing fear.
3. The ultimate fear is something like:

The pain will get worse
The pain will not go away
The pain is causing irreparable damage
The pain will cause death
I can only get rid of the pain by dying

Most people have tetany in only one to three sessions.  Some 
people have it only during their first session, and then not again until 
after ten sessions - once or twice.  The world record for tetany during 
rebirthing Breathwork sessions is currently 44 sessions.  This record is 
held by a woman in Germany who had the same secretarial job for 
over 25 years—since she was 16.  She felt pain in everyone.

She totally conquered her case of tetany during my 9-Day 
training and became a good Breathworker, herself.  

Before that, it was 26 sessions, a record held by an American 
male who could not trust God or Life.  He also conquered tetany is one 
of my trainings, during which I pointed out to him that he would 
never feel safe in this universe unless he let go, trusted Life, and actu-
ally finds out for himself if he can survive.

Paradoxically, a beautiful woman was in the same training 
with him, who loved tetany so much during her first session that she 
went home and played with it and entertained herself and her children 
with it.

 Everyone who survives tetany feels tremendous bliss 
and accomplishment.

 There are many “scientific” theories about what 
tetany is.  Mine seems to be the best: air bubbles.  O2 + CO2 changing 
places so fast in the bloodstream that the bubbles get backed-up in the 
extremities.

Even this doesn’t explain where the symptom sometimes oc-
curs. 

Fear is the best explanation, and habits of held tension.  Peo-
ple who talk too much get more tetany in the lips and face.

Usually women who have had one or more children have less 
tetany than single women and men.  Business people—entrepre-
neurs—usually experience less tetany than most.

Sometimes medical people and yoga teachers get more than 
anybody, because they get trapped in denial.  (They don’t want to be 
the patient!)  

The funniest case of tetany I have observed was the case of a 
chiropractor in the wet days of Rebirthing.  He came out of the water 
with his fingers all  twisted hopelessly in tetany, held them up and said, 
“Would anyone like an adjustment?”

If you can remember this story, you can conquer tetany easily.  
Humor cures tetany!

The worst story of tetany is the husband of a Rebirther 
Breathworker.  He ridiculed Rebirthing.  As a result of sleeping with 
his wife, he became paralyzed for 6 months!

People who experience tetany in Rebirthing Breathwork ses-
sions prevent all kinds of diseases from occurring in their bodies, like 
arthritis, heart disease, and others; but the basic one is always the ten-
sion and stress of everyday Life.

This may be the basic problem of being human.  We have to 
have practical spiritual practices to clear and release the stress and 
tension and Emotional Energy Pollution of everyday Life.  We have to 
learn how to clean and balance our Energy Body.  When we do this 
with mantra, earth, air, water, fire, and Loving practices of harmony, 
perhaps we can enjoy perpetual health, freedom, and happiness.

Rebirthing Breathwork by itself is an important thing to learn, 
but by itself it is not enough.  We have to also always work with the 
mind, bathe twice per day and drink good water, be vegetarian and 
have good nutrition, learn fasting, get plenty of exercise, and con-
stantly experiment with fire purification, as well as have Loving rela-
tionships.

These are the foundations of Babaji’s Eternal Sadhana—a ba-
sic and dependable healing system.  

Rebirthing Breathwork allows waves of Spirit Energy to move 
in the body, nourishing and cleansing and healing our bodies.

 Tetany is a  constriction of the mind and body in an 
attempt to block these wonderful healing waves.

 After studying millions of cases of tetany, the conclu-
sion is fear.  Fear is the only common denominator in all cases., but it is 
not usually conscious fear.  Sometimes people who are very fearful 
have very little tetany, and no fear during sessions.  The people who 
have the most tetany are sometimes confident, successful people.  
These people have all their fears neatly suppressed. 

 Sometimes people who are totally controlled have 
very little tetany in their  early sessions.  Then, when they let go, have 
intense tetany for one or two or three sessions, and then they are free.  
Feeling free for the first time in one’s Life is a wonderful feeling.  It is a 
body feeling as well as an emotional and mental freedom.

 The unconscious fear that causes tetany might better 
be called tension that is stored in the body – body memories.  It can be 
from birth trauma or even prenatal fears and tension.

 It should be clear that breathing – even over-
breathing, called hyperventilation, never causes tetany.  Breathing – 
every inhale and every exhale – automatically causes relaxation.  

 Relaxation caused by breathing enables us to notice 
our tension and if we keep breathing into this tension, the tension and 
tetany dissolves into relaxation.

 In fact, tetany enables the tension to really get our 
attention. 
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 Those suppressed body memories that inhibit physi-
cal expression our whole lives come to the surface and are released.  It 
is amazing that this old tension can be released in one session.  That is, 
it is amazing how much tension can be released in one session.

 Most of the millions of people who have done Re-
birthing Breathwork  sessions lasting one to two hours had tetany in 
only one to three sessions.  However, some people who had lots of 
birth trauma or  other kinds of trauma can have many sessions with 
tetany.  The most I ever heard of is 44 sessions with tetany.

 And I have studied a few cases of tetany recurring in 
people for years, through dozens or in one case even over 100 sessions.  
In this case, the woman has had non-diagnosable pain throughout her 
body for her whole life.  Her breathing sessions were her only vacation 
from pain.  And her breathing sessions healed several long-standing 
symptoms.

 In the case of 44 sessions with tetany, the woman 
believed that she would get tetany and the fear of tetany caused it.  
When she broke this fear pattern and relaxed into the sensations of 
Divine Energy flowing in her body, the tetany symptom disappeared.

 At this  point, the sensations are interpreted as 
pleasurable and are pleasurable.  

 For most people making this transition is easy.  It 
means just choosing to allow the Divine Energy to flow and enjoy the 
sensations.  

 Paradoxically, the more we approve of and allow the 
sensations, the less they occur.

 Sensations seem to be causes by resistance and resis-
tance is caused by fear in the mind.  

 When the resistance is gone, all we experience is 
gentle Divine Energy flows.  One thing is certain: each session, 
whether it is uncomfortable o pleasurable, frees our body and mind of 
stored tension, stress, and pain.  Everyone benefits from every session. 

 You would think that people would not be afraid of 
their natural Divine energy, but most people seem to be.

 People also can fear healing and being healed.
 And people fear Love and being Loved.
 Most people who go through ten Rebirthing Breath-

work sessions transition through these paradoxes successfully without 
much fanfare or drama.  Tetany may occur, but it is not a problem for 
most people.  

 And these people are neither exceptionally bright 
nor unusual people.

 Working people as well as brilliant professionals of 
all kinds have learned conscious breathing and practice it daily or on a 
regular basis.

 Conscious breathing has even healed mentally re-
tarded and autistic children and adults.

 Everyone seems to get a boost in I.Q. as a result of 
ten Conscious Breathing sessions.  

 In fact the Rebirthing Breathwork Movement has 
cases of almost every mental and physical disease known to man being 
healed.  This should be no surprise – breathing is basic – very basic to 
human health and existence.

 Just stop and think what will happen to you if you 
stop breathing.  

 And yet, apart from the Conscious Breathing Move-
ment, very little research is done about the benefits of improving our 
breathing ability.  Conscious Connected Breathing is so simple and yet 
so powerful.  Everyone can master it – even infants – and everyone 
should master it.

 We could say it is our Divine Birthright as the chil-
dren of God.  

 

Here is a partial list of things that have been healed by 
Breathwork:

Alcoholism
Drug addiction
Chronic anger
Chronic depression including Para phobia
Migraines
Asthma
Epilepsy
Schizophrenia
Allergies
Autism
Aids
Cancer
Heart Disease
Fibromyalgia
Colitis
Ulcers
Relationship problems
Hyperventilation
Various symptoms of senility
Obesity
Chronic fatigue
Arthritis
Kidney problems
Back pain
Menstruation pains and irregularities
Stress and tension of everyday life
Sleep disorders of all kinds
Spasms, twitches, etc.
Common cold
Anger
Paranoia
Tetany, paralysis
Comas
Throat – thyroid
Eyes – glasses sometimes become unnecessary
Nose problems disappear
Sexual problems decrease or disappear
Sadness and grief
Fear of water
Childbirth problems decrease
Low self esteem
Attention deficit disorder
Anxiety
Religious conflicts
Chronic confusion
Birth trauma

 But Breathworkers make no claims.  They are not 
healers, only breathing teachers.  The healing process may take weeks 
or years so the cause and effect relationships are not always obvious.  
However, often the results are immediate – miraculous.

 And sometimes the mind must be changed before a 
healing can occur.  Breathing sessions usually make it easier to see into 
our mind and to change our mind.

 We are giving special attention to tetany because it is 
easy to notice and measure and observe.  

 Some people have pain with tetany and some people 
only have a tingling and vibrating sensation, which is easy or even 
pleasurable.  

 Fear causes pain.
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Nouveau!!! $3

    

Nouveau!!! $5

 The Love Notes  Money system  is  an 

alternative,  enlightened money system  using a 

new currency called Love Notes Money.  It is ad-

ministered by the Love Notes Money Society 

(LNMS).

 The Love Notes Money Society is a  tax-

exempt, democratically owned and operated so-

ciety formed for the purpose of educating our 

fellow citizens about the simple truths about 

money. It prints  and circulates  money (Love 

Notes Money) to its  members  in a just and or-

derly way.  It adds love and practical intelligence 

to our financial life.

 The Love Notes Money system  is based 

upon the innovative ideas and research of Leon-

ard Orr.  His  book,  The Truth About Money, reports 

35 years of research into the subject of money 

and its workings.

	 To understand the use and benefits  of 

alternative,  local currencies, it is  important first 

to understand what money is  and how it is cre-

ated, how the present money system  works, and 

what its impact is on people's  financial  lives. For 

this  purpose, you may want to read the article 

Understanding Money and Taxes. It is  a brilliant 

introduction to the world of public finance.

 We then start to grasp the beauty and 

primordial importance of rational, alternative, 

local  money systems. It becomes clear that the 

implementation of such money systems is essen-

tial  for the global  welfare of individuals and 

communities worldwide. You will  find more de-

tails in the article Local Money.

 Alternative currencies are basic to the 

lasting prosperity of communities. Numerous 

local  money systems are being implemented in 

America and around the world. Love Notes 

Money, as  well as all local currencies, are per-

fectly legal  in the United States.  The article 

American Local Currencies and the Legality 

Issue sheds light on the law governing alterna-

tive currencies  and give more details on the 

functioning of Love Notes Money system.

Universal 10 - Any Currency!!

The Already Fabulous $20
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Love Notes Money Society

 For lots more information, please read 
Leonard Orr’s aforementioned articles, at 
www.RebirthingBreathwork.com.  

 Love Notes Money Society will be ad-
ministrated by Ariel Sutter in 2008.  To join Love 
Notes Money Society, please contact Ariel at the 
Rebirth International Headquarters, by emailing 
pranayama.mama@gmail.com.  Membership cost 
is $44 and includes Love Notes, Directory, and 
Leonard’s book The Truth About Money.  Mem-
bership cost is $44.

 Current members will receive new bills 
& directory in the next 8-10 weeks, or sooner, de-
pending on Ariel’s travel schedule.  

http://www.rebirthingbreathwork.com/understandingmoney
http://www.rebirthingbreathwork.com/understandingmoney
http://www.rebirthingbreathwork.com/localmoney
http://www.rebirthingbreathwork.com/localmoney
http://www.rebirthingbreathwork.com/Americanlocalcurrencies
http://www.rebirthingbreathwork.com/Americanlocalcurrencies
http://www.rebirthingbreathwork.com/Americanlocalcurrencies
http://www.rebirthingbreathwork.com/Americanlocalcurrencies
http://www.RebirthingBreathwork.com
http://www.RebirthingBreathwork.com
http://www.RebirthingBreathwork.com
http://www.RebirthingBreathwork.com
mailto:ariel@rebirthingbreathwork.com
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* John Wehenmeyer (801) 281-3531
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pranayama.mama@gmail.com
* Beverly Joyce (434) 980-8442 
*  Bonnie Johns (540) 939-4565 
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* Kesha Engel (414) 403-6913 
keshaengel@charter.net
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* BC: Ross McKenzie (250) 213-3467  
* (250) 384-3467 
* ONT: Tamara Penn (416) 544-9244 
* Pier Olivier Arsenault (819) 685-2000
* QC: Claude Charlebois (450) 628-0574
ARGENTINA (54) 
* Jessica Grumberg 011-48263175 
www.jessicagrumberg.com.ar
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* Laura Rodriguez 011-4205-3159 
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*  Kym Wylde 04 – 0510- 7165 
kymwylde@hotmail.com
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www.nutritionIQ.ca
COLOMBIA (57) Carlos Mario Velez Lopez  
* 4-2680748  or  4-2884976 
CYPRUS NORTH (90) * Viola Edward 
violaedward14@aol.com  
392-8244395 or 533 8673685 
CZECH REPUBLIC 
* Martin Bartosek orenda@post.cz
ESTONIA (372) * Helen Rohumaa 50-96281
* Kretel Aavik 56 468 223 
* Marika Tomberg  56 651 301 
* Irina 52 187 60 
* Margus & Evelyn  60-99381
FRANCE (33)  * Anne Marie de Vinci (trainer)
01 64 98 01 62 www.respirationconsciente.com 
* Claire Lesaget 01 30 24 73 65 
* Jean Marc Jacot 01 45 44 72 87 
* Margot Esther Borden 06 19 97 33 67 
* Michele Villa Campa  01 45  32 27 63 
* Urwana Shandar (trainer) 02 97 21 24 30 
GERMANY (49) 
*** Heike Strombach & RBI Germany  02269-528  
heikestrombach@yahoo.com 
www.rebirthinternational.de www.leonardorr.de
*Lamia Hariri 02151 / 789900 www.houseofhealth.de
* Henning Kandt 07375/950071 
* Ralf Lieder 02150-707571 
* Brigitte Krause 03941/603103 
* Clementine Horn 02243/842566 

* Erich Mainuch 0162 4247682
* Kronuslava Schmitt 07374/1709
* Heidrun Dörfers 02193/2616l 
* Marianne Derendinger 07233/5328 
* Oliver Küster 030/666-39474 
*  Petra Röwekamp 02195/931620 
* Rudi Weiss 02264-1003 
* Sigrun Lässig 06108/77744 
* Vinamro Schweitzer 0212/61947
*Werner Plate 0241/608 8300 
* Ulla Konemann Artur Bauer
 * Rebecca Funder 02151/6455672  
* Irma Lanloze 0421/483700
* Hans Petsk 0043664 1046850
ITALY (39)  *** Alfredo Galbusera/RBI Italy 
035-793041/mob 338/8138475/alfgalb@tin.it 
* Arianna Bitti 339-2470908 
* Carmela Azzilonna                              

0961/998-275 or 338/508-7824 
* Cristiano Verducci  0734 60 54 71 / mob 0347 
34 54 184 mail@ckris.it - www.ckris.it 
* Diego Perez 334-784-6269
* Ornella Baronchelli 034-623578 
* Tari Benvenuti 339-580-6637 
INDIA (91)  * Chitra Kaul 011-2853-8707 
* Jyothi Voora 044-2376-6488 
* Mala Kaul 011-2853-8707 
* Manju Vasu 044-2475-9303 
* Kavita Bhausar 9892-333-339 
* Dr. K. Newton 040 2374 3989 098480 19022 
newton_buddha@yahoo.com 
www.liferesearchacademy.com 
* Dr. Lakshmi Newton 040-2374-3989 
* Namita Mangal 98-1214-9800 
* Sheeba Loganey 011-57- 5403 
* Shyamala 098-9206-0456 
* Sujatha 041-3222-7573 
MALAYSIA  (60) *SS. Jayabalan 
ambalaya@yahoo.com 
6044430157 or  012 438 8938
MEXICO  (52) 
* Leonardo Estrada Mendez 56-883-857
* Dan Brulé (508) 345-7574 
www.breathmastery.com
NETHERLANDS (31) 
* Lajos Barsony  020/6721006 
* Lotus Zweers 020/6723478 
* Khalid Ansari (0)20-6322535
NEW ZEALAND (64) * Pauline Avis & David     
Mc Nab 07-853-3346 / 
david@conscious.co.nz www.rebirthing.co.nz 
* Keri Eagan 04-389-8994  
* Mary Marsh 04-479-5119 
* Haille Denniston 4 3800 099
or  21 1434 099
* Peter Klose & Shirley Poppy/ Om Centre 
07-575-8239 
www.OmCentre.com OmCentre@xtra.co.nz
POLAND (48) 
* Krzysztof & Iwona Pesla 0603-947724 

pesla@pesla.pl
RUSSIA (7) 
* Galina Shibaeva 095-302-3272 
* Luba Bogdanova 0916/952-0371

SOUTH AFRICA (27) * Hilde Light
011 467 8335 or 082 599-4892 
hilde@telkomsa.net 
* Zanna & Gustav Schilbach 21-789-2135
SPAIN (34) *** Fanny Vanlaere / RBI Spain 
091-429-5523 or 0626-067-846/
info@conexionconsciente.com 
www.conexionconsciente.com 
* Fernando Gomez Toleddno 091-726-9440 
* Angels Griso & Manuel Vancells,             

Camp de Remei 0972-64 24 92 
* Manuel Rodriguez Alejandre 0972-79 4131 
* Ramon Rueda 0954-38 59 56 
* Vaijanti Beverley Pugh 0629-867-785 / 
www.bodhana.com bodhanabev7@hotmail.com  
* Veronica Gulluscio Arnal 0981 57 60 73 or 
0679 471 296 / www.naturgalicia.com 
SWEDEN (46) * Bo Wahlstrom 08-640-6179 
intuition.bw@swipnet.se 
* Lena Kristina Tuulse 01-753-1485
SWITZERLAND (41) 
* Josef Bründler 55/21229 46
TURKY (90)  * Humeyra Tumay  212-325-8970 
or 0532-217-3455 
UK (44) * Benjamin Clark 01962-870-117
* Diana Roberts 0171-834-6641 
* Jo McCarthy 07760-234297 
* John Hussain 0208-289-0926 
* Jon Clark/Upper Branches 01962-860-692 
* Kim Rose-Alison 01323-833-928
* Linda Scott  01324 612578 / 07708 570 832 
lindascott108@hotmail.co.uk 
* Martina Lordan 07987-159721 
* Maeve Tornero **(Certified)** 02074-333242
maeveponticelli@yahoo.co.uk
* Mel Freitas 079-0442-0057 / 
020-87 49 60 41 - melfreitas@v21net.co.uk 
* Roy Muir 07870-634211 
* Tom Morrison 0208 4444 556 cell 07799 624707 

tom@vibes-alive.co.uk 
*  Shashi Meera 0208-814-2221 

*  Sheelagh Bissett  Coordinator of RBI - U.K. (0) 
208 444 4556 or (0) 7986 697 819 
sheelagh@rebirthinguk.com www.rebirthinuk.com 

* Claire Baker 0208-367-0136 
clairebaker64@BTINTERNET.com

* Rashmi Khilnany 0207-370-2441 
rashmikhilnani@yahoo.co.uk 
www.reiki-energy-mastery.com

UKRAINE (38) * Makurina Evjenija 0482-371494 / 
www.ezoterik.info/rebirthing
VENEZUELA (58) *Barbara Malinovsky 
Dymkoviez 0412-722-5288/anielu@cantv.net 
*** Layla Edward/RBI Venezuela  
0212-2867841 or  0414 338 7579 
rebirthingve@cantv.net, www.edwardconsult.com
Disclaimer:  RBI lists any Breathworker who pays their dues.  

Neither RBI nor any person can guarantee the quality of any 

Rebirthing Breathwork session.  Clients should interview 

breathworkers and take responsibility for the quality of their 

sessions.  Students complaints will cause us to delete names 

from the above list.  Your feedback is important to us.  We 

don’t support group Rebirthing.
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Rebirth International Annual Convention
5 July – 20 July 2008

Virginia, USA

Convention Programs Offered   Dates              Price (food & lodging separate)
5-Day Spiritual Purification Program  July 7-11  $400 

9-Day Spiritual Purification Program  July 5-13  ***SPECIAL***  $400 

9-Day Business of Rebirthing Breathwork  July 12-20  ***SPECIAL***  $300 

Evening & Weekend Program   July 14-20  $100 & workshop fees

Parallel Programs
3-week Professional Training    June 28 – July 20  $2600 (includes food/lodging)

Special Advanced Leadership Training (SALT)    $3000 (includes food & lodging)  (price not negotiable)
(Available upon request)

Program Descriptions 
Spiritual Purification Program (5- or 9-Day)
Learn the basic practices for spiritual purification using the 5-elements: Earth, Air, Water, Fire, and Mind.  Experience top-quality individual 
Rebirthing Breathwork sessions; participate in spiritual community; seminars on prosperity consciousness, kriya yoga, spiritual psychology, 
physical immortality, relationships, enlightenment, body mastery, and healing the emotional and mental mind and physical body; and enjoy 
sharing & dialogue with Leonard!

9-Day Business of Rebirthing Breathwork
Basic information on creating a successful business as a Rebirther Breathworker, seminar leader, rebirther trainer, organizer, or in any self-

improvement business – led by Leonard Orr and staff.  Lecture & discussion, spiritual purification, and opportunities to 
exchange Breathwork sessions with participants;

Evening & Weekend Program
Learn & share in spiritual community for mutual enlightenment & growth: anyone can offer any kind of 
self-improvement or educational workshop, and anyone can attend.  RBI and workshop leader will split 
income 50/50.  PLEASE CONTACT US NOW WITH YOUR WORKSHOP OFFERING SO WE CAN 
GET THE WORD OUT IN OUR NEXT NEWSLETTER!!!

SALT
3-week professional training that includes receiving an individual Rebirthing Breathwork session from 

Leonard!  Limited to 6 participants.

Accommodations
Simple vegetarian meals, plus:
Camping at Inspiration University ($40/day)
Shared room at Inspiration Univeristy ($40/day)
Single room may be available at Inspiration University ($60/day – book in advance)

Payment
Deposit required: $100 for each week you plan to attend – credit cards accepted! 

Please contact one of our staff by email, or call RBI, to reserve your space for this year’s convention and trainings!
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Measure your GURU Belly in 2008!  Compare with your immortal friends!  Introducing: 

   

   E.E.P O-Meter

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

How Skinny is your minnie?    

  What does your 
 manipura mushroom measure? 

WHAT IS E.E.P. O-METER?  
E.E.P. O-METER IS A TOOL THAT ALLOWS YOU TO SCIENTIFICALLY OBSERVE THE SHIFTS IN THE SIZE OF YOUR BELLY IN RELATION TO 
YOUR SOCIAL & SPIRITUAL PURIFICATION ACTIVITIES.      

HOW DOES E.E.P. O-METER WORK?  
SIMPLY MEASURE YOUR BELLY EACH DAY AND NOTICE SCIENTIFICALLY HOW THE SIZE OF YOUR BELLY CHANGES.  YOU MAY WANT 
TO KEEP AN ACTIVITY JOURNAL ALONGSIDE TO HELP YOU KEEP TRACK OF WHAT THE SHIFTS IN YOUR SOLAR PLEXUS SEEM TO COR-
RELATE WITH THE MOST.   

E.E.P. = EMOTIONAL ENERGY POLLUTION -&/OR- EMOTIONAL ENERGY PURIFICATION

MEDITATE ON YOUR RESULTS - SHARE THEM WITH US IF YOU LIKE!    
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Leonard Orr Training & Tour Schedule 2008
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USA-Training 

Inspiration University  

Rebirth International World Headquarters 

Staunton, VA

     March 15th-23rd: 9 Day Rebirthing & Spiritual Purification Training

     March 15th-April 4th: 3 Week Professional Breathworker Training

     June 30th-July 20th: 3 Week Professional Breathworker Training

     July 5th-13th: Special Spiritual Purification Training & Celebration 

     July 14th-20th: The Business of Rebirthing Breathwork

     Contact Rebirth International (540) 885 0551, or any of our staff by email!

Arizona

&  Campbell Hot Springs

Sierraville, CA

     May 31st-June 8th: 9 Day Rebirthing & Spiritual Purification Training

     Contact Yasoda: (707) 822 5449 or susan_deschenes@yahoo.com

USA-Lecture Tour
May

Nashville, TN, Las Cruces, NM

Sedona, AZ, San Diego, CA

Los Angeles, CA, San Francisco, CA

June
Reno, NV, Omaha, NB

Chicago, IL

Traverse City, MI 

Contact: Ariel: (231) 342-4976 ariel@rebirthingbreathwork.com

Troy, MI

South America - Brazil
February - March 

  Contact Rafaela: (051) 54 3222 5884 / (55) 54 9982 5030    
rafaela_grandi@hotmail.com

Europe-Training
Late Summer & Autumn

Poland - Contact Krzysztof: (48) 0603-947724 or 

pesla@pesla.pl,  www.rebirthing.szczecin.pl

Spain - Contact Fanny: (34) 91 429 5523/(34) 626 067 846 or 
fannyvanlaere@hotmail.com,  www.conexionconsciente.com

Sweden

Estonia

Russia

Belgium

Germany - Contact Heike: (49) 2269-528 or heikestrombach@yahoo.com 
www.rebirthinternational.de, www.leonardorr.de

Greece

Canary Islands

England  - 12-21 September in Dorset, U.K. - Contact Sheelagh: 

(44) (0) 208 444 4556 or (44) (0) 7986 697 819 Sheelagh@rebirthinguk.com

www.rebirthinguk.com

Meet RBI Staffer Ariel Sutter!
Ariel Came to Rebirth International a year ago to spend time 
with Leonard, in the progressive realization of her personal 
mission: 

Living that promotes Life!!!  

“Committing to a year of disciplined, devoted application 
of Leonard Orr’s and Babaji’s principles of eternal sadhana is an 

amazing, subtle, profound, Life-enhancing experience.  I continue to explore 
these relationships, ever-expanding in my experience and expression, as I am realizing 
my worthy ideal.”  

 

 Ariel engages in Life fully, and seeks to feel happy and empowered in all that 
she does.  For instance, she feels happy to write songs, and paint watercolors in the 
bath, so that’s what she does!  (She really enjoyed creating this wonderful newsletter & 
E.E.P. O-Meter!)

 motto: It’s your dream, do what you want!  

 favorite affirmation: My right and perfect path unfolds before me with grace  
and ease!  (affirmation, gift from Peace, introduced on page 16)

 Ariel is most inspired by Leonard’s hope  for all  people and for realizing his 
worthy ideal of heaven on earth right now!

 Ariel’s projects with RBI in 2008 include  Neighborhood Representation - the  
grassroots political and enlightened activism ideal; and Love  Notes Money Society.  She 
is also a lead trainer and house mother at Inspiration University.  Ariel is very passion-
ate about conscious living in all its dynamism, community education, and service to hu-
manity.

 Ariel also teaches yoga & meditation and studies enlightened activism, con-
scious birth practices, experiential education, and conscious relationships with all facets 
of Life!  

 ***Ariel LOVES to receive letters in the mailbox!  And often returns such ef-
forts with special watercolors in your mailbox... an invitation to move  energy together 
and realize some form!!!*** Also, write to request Ariel’s Special Newsletter.

 Please contact Ariel at pranayama.mama@gmail.com and 

                P.O. Box 3162, Staunton, VA 24402.        
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